
closely with the IMF to assess credit risk and attach realistic prices to its loans. Ifnecessary, its loans would come with conditions attached, recommended and de-signed by the IMF. In other words, Minos was proposing that a good part of thefinancing traffic be diverted off the bypass he had created, and directed backthrough the IMF. However he stressed that the new entity should not replace thebanking market, but work alongside it, if necessary putting together co-financ-ings and guaranteeing bank loans. The important point, Minos argued, was tokeep things moving. If the international financial machine ground to a halt, every-thing would collapse. It was a dramatic turnaround for the originator of the Eu-roloan market, and all the more striking for that.The IMF was also trying to carve out a greater role for itself. Its commentarieson the world scene increasingly stressed the disadvantages of syndicated lendingas a source of finance for developing countries (i.e. high cost and short maturity)compared to official aid and direct investment by rich countries, and the risk thatsome of these countries would run into debt servicing problems unless they didmore to adjust their economies, i.e. with IMF help.However, no amount of talk was able to stave off the climax to a drama whichwas reaching Wagnerian proportions. In early 1983, it was clear that the positionhad become unsustainable. Stagflation stalked the world: prices soared, growthfell away. Countries were wallowing in debt and nearing the point where theywould be unable to borrow more, even just to maintain interest payments. Thisraised the spectre of their having to ask for more time to pay, which in turn implieddebt moratoria and write-offs for the banks, something few of them had ever hadto do in the syndicated loan market, and could not afford. Another unsettling eventwas the 1982 Falklands War between the UK and Argentina, one of the heaviestdebtors, which knocked the props from under the comforting idea that LatinAmerican countries would be protected and underwritten by the US. Instead ofbacking Argentina, the US came out on the side of the British, raising seriousdoubts about the creditworthiness of other Latin American countries which werehigh in the debtor league: Mexico, Brazil, Argentina, Bolivia, Chile etc.
Crisis Point

The moment of truth came on a Friday in August 1982 when representatives ofthe Mexican government called on Jacques de Larosière, the managing directorof the IMF, and informed him that Mexico had failed to raise the $700m it needed
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to meet the next instalment of its $80bn debt and would be announcing a unilat-eral moratorium on interest payments on Monday. There was little de Larosièrecould do about it; the IMF was still more of an observer than a player. By chance,Minos had an appointment to see de Larosière later that day and heard the news.He was appalled. As a banker he knew that a moratorium would cause all thebanks to take fright and bring things grinding to a halt, the very outcome thatneeded to be avoided. Moreover, as the architect of syndicated loan agreements,he knew that loans typically carried a so-called “cross default clause” which stip-ulated that if a borrower failed to repay one creditor, all its other loans would bedeclared in default as well, and called in. The knock-on effect would be tremen-dous: other defaults would follow and the banks would have to write off moredebts than they had capital to cover. The result could be “the total collapse of theinternational financial structure”. Minos pressed on de Larosière the importanceof avoiding any mention of moratorium or default in the forthcoming an-nouncement. Instead the event should be re-defined as “a rescheduling”. Mexicowas not refusing to pay, merely asking for more time. It was playing with words,but it might work.In the days that followed, the world’s largest banks were coerced by their au-thorities, and particularly by Paul Volcker at the Fed, into recognizing the in-evitability of a Mexican rescheduling. The situation was only eased by anemergency loan to Mexico of $1.8bn from the Fed and the Basel-based Bank forInternational Settlements, the “central bankers’ central bank.”The Mexican crisis opened up a Pandora’s Box of debt problems in dozens ofcountries, and plunged the world into turmoil, forcing a period of tortuous ne-gotiations to prevent collapse. The loans could not be written off, that much wasobvious because such action would undermine the discipline of the loan marketsand wipe out most of the capital of the world banking industry. On the otherhand, the indebted countries needed money to keep their economies going andavert certain chaos. The central question was how to strike a balance between thecompeting interests of lenders and borrowers, and create some way to institu-tionalise it and make it safe. Minos, who had now left the world of the bankingpractitioner and become a consultant, was deeply involved in these questions, andin close contact with senior figures of the financial world who were seeking solu-tions: central banks, the IMF and World Bank, the large commercial banks ofNorth America, Europe and Japan.The discussions in which Minos participated reinforced his view that this prob-lem, however urgent, needed a long-term solution, not the short-term bail-out
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many people seemed to be advocating. The roots lay not in the cyclical ups anddowns of the world economy, but in a major and lasting reshaping of the worldeconomic structure: some countries had become permanently richer, others per-manently poorer, and the latter had to be given time to adjust.
The Zombanakis Plan

Minos laid out his analysis and his proposed solutions in a bylined article in The
Economist in April 198326. In it, he blamed much of the crisis on the failure to un-derstand in the 1970s the depth of the problem, that this was structural not cycli-cal. He was also critical of the Americans for squashing various rescue proposalsput forward by people such as Denis Healey, and for believing that the marketwould eventually sort it out. His targets for criticism included the Federal Reservewhom Minos accused of complacency, even of granting tacit approval to a hands-off stance. Given this analysis, many of the short-term proposals doing the roundsat the time – temporary bail-outs, quick-fix rescheduling – were clearly not goingto work. Something deeper and longer-lasting was needed.The “Zombanakis plan”, as The Economist headlined it, was built around abeefed up IMF whose job would be to agree long-term adjustment policies withthe debtor countries and then underpin an extended period of rescheduling withrepayment guarantees. Minos suggested a period of 13 years, with the IMF guar-anteeing repayments in the last three. The advantages of the plan, as Minos sawit, were that it would not require banks to write off any debts, that it would givecountries plenty of time to adjust, and that the financial system should be able tocontinue without interruption. Above all, it gave both sides an interest in, and re-sponsibility for, a happy outcome.It was a comprehensive proposal which showed Minos’ characteristic graspof a difficult situation and the components needed for a successful work-out. Inits official history published a few years later, the IMF singled out the Zom-banakis Plan as a good example of private sector debt relief initiative, though bysome calculations there were as many as 33 such “plans” doing the rounds atthe time27.
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But the Zombanakis Plan failed to catch on because the financial crisis man-agement community had no appetite for structured solutions28. Indeed, few peo-ple in the world were even able to get their heads around the problem: instead,they merely dealt with the issue closest to hand: how to keep Brazil solvent, howto stop Citigroup (which, under Wriston’s driving leadership, had lent nearlytwice its capital to Latin America’s biggest borrowers alone) from going bust. The
Economist itself thought the plan had the makings of a solution, but concluded:“The main tragedy of 1983 is that there is not enough international financial lead-ership about, even for the first stage.”In the end, there were no grand schemes to solve the Third World debt crisis,though whether this was because of lack of financial leadership or the sheer in-tractability of this immense problem is a matter of debate. Instead, the world mud-dled through, treating each country on a case-by-case basis, rescheduling,refunding, drawing on IMF guidance and resources – and steadily chipping awayat the debt mountain through bank write-offs. Minos was hotly opposed to write-offs: he believed that by writing down loans, banks would make it impossible tomobilize new finance for the debtor countries. Who would lend 100 cents on thedollar to a country whose loans had already been written down to 50 cents? Buttime was the great healer. By the end of the 1980s, the crisis had eased and be-come merely a tedious process of rescheduling. Debtor countries recovered, ex-cept for those in Africa which remained a worry, and the banks regained theirstrength by merging and taking in new capital. It was not a glorious end to the cri-sis, but at least the world emerged in one piece.
The Legacy Lives on

And Minos’ legacy lived on. Far from collapsing under the weight of debts forwhich it had been largely responsible, the syndicated loan market bounced backand began yet another period of extraordinary growth. From a low of $19bn in1985 in the aftermath of the crisis, it recovered to $150bn in 1989 and went on toreach ever greater heights. New loan volumes crossed the $1tr a year mark in
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